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Queezoid,
a non-earth type.
queezon federation
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This issue of Footnote is published in two
languages; English and Queezoid. We hear a
lot about non-Latin types but not so much
about non-Earth ones . . .
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Introduction

Contemporary Queezoid

introduction

contemporary Queezoid

This is a brief insight into the design of a nonEarth script. Queezoid is one of the languages
of Queezon 3 which is the third planet of the
Queezon Federation.
The origins of Queezoid
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The language is a single case script and is read left
to right. It’s believed that the ancient symbols
were once all aligned, but over generations of
writing they settled and became adjusted across
three sections, all sharing a common middle
section. Some letters now align from middle to
top, some from middle to bottom and others are
full height across all three sections.

the oriGins of Queezoid

Ancient documents exist in the Queezie archives
that show a collection of line drawings. These
appear to describe the basic skeletal shapes of
their letter symbols, albeit archaic versions.
Found with these was a grid and a few images
showing the lines fitted to the grid. This
document caused a huge amount of interest in
Queezie culture as it appeared to describe the
origins of their script.
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bottom and others are full heiGht across
all three sections.
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symbols, albeit archaic versions.
found with these was a Grid and a
few imaGes showinG the lines fitted
to the Grid. this document caused a
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The ancient letter symbols fitted to the grid
the ancient letter symbols fitted to the Grid

The ancient grid
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Examples of written and printed letter symbols
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the ancient Grid
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Grammar, punctuation and numbers
Grammar, punctuation and numbers

As a result of writing Queezoid many letter
combinations can be joined naturally. This
imparts a more lyrical and flowing appearance
unlike that of the printed script.
As a result of writing Queezoid

A feature of Queezoid is marking the occurrence
of a duplicated letter. When two letters the same
appear together, the second one is replaced by
a high or low repeat mark. The most commonly
occurring pairs have developed into their own
letter symbols, such as aa and oo. In practice the
paired letter symbols are generally used, but
there are situations when they aren’t and the
repeat mark is used instead.
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Only a few marks are used to punctuate text,
these mostly appear in the top section and
include a short vertical stroke, a joined double
vertical stroke and a dot. There is also a small
ring that is placed in the bottom section, used in
a similar way to a reference mark.
Only a few marks are used to
punctuate text, these mostly
appear in the top section and

many letter combinations can be
joined naturally. This imparts a

A feature of Queezoid is marking
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the occurrence of a duplicated

joined double vertical stroke and

unlike that of the printed script.

letter. When two letters the same

a dot. There is also a small ring that

appear together, the second one is

is placed in the bottom section, used

replaced by a high or low repeat

in a similar way to a reference mark.
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mark. The most commonly occurring
pairs have developed into their own

planet

letter symbols, such as aa and oo. In
practice the paired letter symbols
are generally used, but there are

Over time some letter combinations have
developed to become individual letter symbols,
these are part of the character set and are
generally used in preference to the separated
letters. Though Queezlings are taught Queezoid
in its simplest form first.

‘run’, jump! fall*
‘run’, jump! fall*

situations when they aren’t and the
repeat mark is used instead.

all moon terrain
all moon terrain

Over time some letter combinations

The number system developed from finger and
hand gestures made by early traders. Over time
several of the symbols have become simpler
shapes but, to some extent, can still be traced
back to their original gestures. There are also
mathematical, currency and legal symbols.

have developed to become
individual letter symbols, these
are part of the character set and

An accent mark is applied to the second letter of
some combinations.

are generally used in preference
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moonshine
moonshine
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mission to Earth

original gestures. There are also
mathematical, currency and legal
symbols.

mission to Earth
0123456789
0123456789
13,495 light years
13,495 light years
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The Queezies are coming

the Queezies are cominG

The design company Hemisphere have worked
with the Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital
to make ready for the arrival of the Queezies.
They are set to land in spring 2016 and infiltrate
all corners and departments of the hospital.
Their mission is to find a cure for a disease
that has started infecting their home world.
As the Queezies investigate a ward or hospital
area they make their presence felt through
their cheeky antics. This is quite a large design
integration job and one that will take some time
to be fully realised, it may be that the Queezies
get very comfortable in their new surroundings
and stay to have fun with the children and staﬀ.

the desiGn company hemisphere have
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worked with the royal manchester
children’s hospital to make ready
for the arrival of the Queezies.
they are set to land in sprinG
2016 and infiltrate all corners
and departments of the hospital.
their mission is to find a cure for a
disease that has started infectinG
their home world. as the Queezies
investiGate a ward or hospital
area they make their presence felt
throuGh their cheeky antics. this
is Quite a larGe desiGn inteGration
job and one that will take some time
the Queezies Get very comfortable
in their new surroundinGs and stay
to have fun with the children and
staﬀ.
jeremy tankard typoGraphy was
asked to develop the Queezoid
script for use on earth’s computer
systems. understandinG how the
Queezies write their lanGuaGe
and form their letters had a direct
influence on how they write enGlish.
as this is somethinG they’ve not
done, their scri�led attempts are
naturally a little messy and chaotic
– and appear everywhere.

Queezie attempt at writing English
Queezie attempt at writinG enGlish

their own writing is
more controlled
Queezie handwriting
qu�zi� �ndwriting

this is how the script
appears as printed text
Printed text
printed text
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imaGes supplied by hemisphere

queEzies
scribble
words around
the placE

to be fully realised, it may be that

Images supplied by Hemisphere

Jeremy Tankard Typography was asked to
develop the Queezoid script for use on Earth’s
computer systems. Understanding how the
Queezies write their language and form their
letters had a direct influence on how they write
English. As this is something they’ve not done,
their scribbled attempts are naturally a little
messy and chaotic – and appear everywhere.

